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Abstract: Validating current and next generation of distributed systems targeting largescale infrastructures is a complex task. Several methodologies are possible. However, experimental evaluations on real testbeds are unavoidable in the life-cycle of a distributed
middleware prototype. In particular, performing such real experiments in a rigorous way
requires to benchmark developed prototypes at larger and larger scales. Fulfilling this requirement is an open challenge but is mandatory in order to fully observe and understand the
behaviors of distributed systems. In this work, we present our Virtualization environment
for large-scale Distributed Systems, called V-DS, as an answer for reaching scales steps
further than current experimental evaluation scales. Then, through the use of V-DS, we experimentally benchmark the scalability of three P2P libraries by reaching scales commonly
used for evaluations through simulations. Notably, our results on the Grid’5000 research
testbed show that only one of the P2P library can optimally build overlays, whatever the
size of the overlay is.
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Une étape supplémentaire dans les évaluations à large échelle :
l’environnement V-DS
Résumé : Valider les systèmes distribués actuels et futurs visant les infrastructures à grande
échelle est une tâche complexe. Plusieurs méthodologies sont possibles. Toutefois, des évaluations pratiques sur des plate-formes réelles sont inévitables dans le cycle de vie d’un
intergiciel distribué. En particulier, réaliser de telles expériences de manière rigoureuse nécessite d’évaluer les prototypes développés à des échelles de plus en plus grandes. Remplir
cette exigence est un défi mais est nécessaire pour pleinement observer et comprendre les
comportements des systèmes distribués. Dans ce papier, nous présentons notre environnement de virtualisation pour les systèmes distribués à grande échelle, appelé V-DS, comme
une réponse à ce besoin d’atteindre des échelles plus larges que celles actuellement utilisées
pour des expériences réelles. Puis, à travers l’utilisation de V-DS, nous évaluons de manière
expérimentale le passage à l’échelle de trois bibliothèques pair-à-pair (P2P), en atteignant
des échelles classiquement utilisées pour des évaluations via des simulations. Nos résultats
sur la plate-forme de recherche Grid’5000 montrent notamment que seulement une des trois
bibliothèques P2P étudiées peut construire de manière optimale un réseau logique, quelque
soit la taille de ce dernier.
Mots-clés : évaluation de performance, large échelle, virtualisation, pair-à-pair.
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1 Introduction
Current and next generation of distributed systems, for instance content delivery on P2P
networks [31], aim to target large-scale distributed infrastructures such as Internet or grids.
Validating systems at these scales is a complex task. It requires to verify and benchmark
proposed algorithms, as well as use produced outputs as inputs to drive software developments. For the evaluation process, several methodologies are possible. When the issues to
investigate can be reduced to a simple distributed algorithm, the study of the system behavior can be done rather analytically or through simulations. However, when numerous
parameters must be considered and complex interactions occur between resources, modeling becomes impractical because of the difficulty to capture and extract factors influencing
the distributed systems behaviors. In addition, a survey of, for instance, P2P simulators [27]
have shown that: 1) half of the simulators are inactive projects, 2) most of them are lacking
of documentations for using them as well as an easy process to collect new statistics and 3)
some of them wrongly implement P2P protocols. Furthermore, theoretical evaluations are
certainly necessary, but they clearly are only a preliminary step. To fully observe and therefore understand the behavior of a proposed distributed system, experimental evaluations on
real testbeds are unavoidable. In addition, such evaluations are mandatory to validate (or
not!) proposed models of these distributed systems, as well as to elaborate new models.
However, performing real experiments of distributed systems in a rigorous way requires
to benchmark developed prototypes at larger and larger scales in order, for instance, to evaluate the scalability of proposed algorithms. As of today and to the best of our knowledge,
no testbeds provide the mandatory full-set of tools to perform experiments at large scale
and in a rigorous way, i.e. in a controlled way. Consequently, very few practical evaluations
of for instance P2P algorithms at large-scale are reported, a field that should benefit from
the use of such experiments. For example, [8] and [2] provide such experimental evaluations, but by using 425 peers over 150 nodes of the PlanetLab testbed [7] and 580 peers
over 580 nodes of the Grid’5000 testbed [6]. While such scales are clearly beyond current
scales for practical evaluations, they are still one magnitude behind scales commonly used
for evaluations through simulations. Furthermore, when larger scales are reached through
emulation, no clear guarantees are given, for instance, on the fair sharing of CPU between
running peers [21]. In addition, while being extremely useful to the distributed community,
the use of PlanetLab as a testbed for software evaluations opens the question of reproducible
and accurate results. This testbed indeed lacks of control over the experimental conditions.
Furthermore, these experimental conditions might not be the appropriate one for, for instance, the evaluation of a P2P system [10].
Therefore, to enable an experimentally-driven approach for the design of next generation of large scale distributed systems, developing appropriate evaluation tools is an open
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challenge. To address this issue, in this work we answer two questions. The first question
we address is: What are the requirements such tools should observe to perform real experiments at scales of ten thousands entities in a controlled way? Before answering this
question, Section 2 presents some related work in this area. Then in Section 3, we present
our Virtualization environment for large-scale Distributed Systems, called V-DS, as a partial answer to the previous question. It allows reaching scales steps further with existing
experimental tools. The second question we answer, as a case study to show the strength
of our environment, is: What is the convergence time of the routing structures of three
P2P DHT-based algorithms? Therefore, in Section 4, we describe three P2P libraries,
namely Chimera [18], Khashmir [29] and i3/Chord [4], which implements Tapestry [32],
Kademlia [19] and Chord [28] algorithms respectively. We then formally define this notion
of convergence. Finally, thanks to V-DS, we report in Section 5 our results for this metric.

2 Related work
Recently, the number of large scale distributed infrastructures has grown. However, these
infrastructures usually fall either into the category of production infrastructures, such as
EGEE [9] or DEISA [20], or in the category of research infrastructures, such as PlanetLab.
To our knowledge, only one of the testbeds in the latter category, namely Grid’5000 [6],
meet the mandatory requirement for performing reproducible and accurate experiments:
full control of the environment.
For instance, PlanetLab [7] is a good example of testbed lacking of means to control
experimental conditions. Nodes are indeed connected through Internet, and a low software
reconfiguration is possible. Therefore, it is difficult to mimic different hardware infrastructure components and topologies, since PlanetLab depends on a specific set of real life
conditions. Consequently, it may be difficult to generalize to other environments results
obtained on PlanetLab, as pointed out by [10]. Grid’5000 consists of 9 sites geographically distributed in France and aims at gathering a total of 5,000 CPUs in the near future.
Grid’5000 [6] is an example of testbed which allows experiments in a controlled and precisely set environment. Grid’5000 indeed provides a way to reconfigure the full software
stack between the hardware and the user on all processors. However, much work remains
to be carried out for injecting or saving, in an accurate and automatic manner, experimental conditions in order to reproduce experiments. Finally, Emulab [30] is an experimental
environment that aims to integrate simulated, emulated and live networks into a common
framework, configured and controlled in a consistent manner for repeated research. However, this project focuses only on the full reconfiguration of the network stack.
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Software environments for enabling large-scale evaluations most closely related to ours
are [5] and [21]. [5] is an example of integrated environment for performing large-scale
experiments, via emulation, of P2P protocols inside a cluster. The proposed environment
allows to deploy and run 1,000,000 peers, but at the price of changes in the source codes of
tested prototypes and support only Java based applications. Besides, this work concentrates
on evaluating the overheads of the framework itself and not on demonstrating the strength
of it by, for instance, evaluating P2P protocols at large scales. In addition, the project
provides a basic and specific API suited for P2P systems only. P2PLab [21] is another
environment for performing P2P experiments at large-scale in a (network) controlled environment, through the use of Dummynet [25]. However and as for the previously mentioned
project [5], it relies on the operating system scheduler to run several peers per physical node,
leading to CPU time unfairness.

3 V-DS: enabling large-scale evaluations
3.1 General requirements
A current trend is to push an experimentally-driven approach for evaluating large-scale distributed systems and services, in addition to analytical and simulation evaluations [1]. Consequently, appropriate environments for performing such experiments should be designed
and developed. Such environments should at least meet the following three properties.
3.1.1

Scalable

an environment for experimental evaluations should provide a means to reach large-scales,
up to ten thousands of entities or more. Host virtualization technologies arise as a solution
for folding a distributed system, made of l entities, on a set of m physical nodes, with
l  m. In [23], we have shown that the Xen [3] virtualization technology can easily
incorporate a large number of VMs with a negligible overhead for the physical machine.
3.1.2

Accurate

furthermore, the environment for large-scale experimental evaluations should manage virtualized resources in an accurate way. It should be transparent, for entities of a distributed
system, that they are running in a physical system (cluster(s) or grid(s)) smaller than the virtualized system. For instance, fair CPU sharing should be enforced and each entity should
be isolated from the others. Another example is the linearity performance of virtualization
tools. The performance degradation of every virtual machine should evolve linearly with
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the increase of the number of virtual machines. Again in [23], results show that Xen can
perfectly fulfill this requirement. In addition, the use of experimental condition injectors is
required to benchmark distributed system under realistic use cases. Finally, benchmarking
environments should provide reproducible experimental conditions through deep control
of the experiment configuration, execution and measurements. Consequently, it should be
possible to capture the experimental conditions from real platforms monitoring for enabling
reproducible experiments.
3.1.3

Configurable

finally, the targeted environment should provide a custom and optimized view of the physical infrastructure used. Distributed systems requirements may indeed be different from a
system, as well as from an experiment, to another. For instance, it should be possible to
support different operating systems, in addition to different version of the same operating
system. Besides, the environment for large-scale evaluations should also be open to the use
of various tools for controlling experiments, such as fault [11] or workload injectors [13] as
well a deployment tools [16].

3.2 General architecture
V-DS is our proposal of such an environment for enabling large-scale experiments of distributed systems. V-DS virtualizes distributed systems entities, at both operating and network level, by providing each virtual node its proper and confined operating system and
execution environment. Thus, V-DS virtualizes and schedules a full software environment
for every distributed system node. It allows to fold a distributed system in a accurate way
and up to 100 times larger than the experimental infrastructure [23], typically a cluster. This
folding ratio is a key point for allowing large-scale experiments.
For the operating system virtualization, V-DS is based on the Xen [3] virtualization
tool in its version 3.0.4. Our previous work [23] has indeed demonstrate better results for
Xen compared to other virtualization technologies. In addition, Xen get some interesting
network configuration capabilities which is central in the injection of network topologies.
V-DS mainly consists of 2,000 lines of C codes for generating VMs configurations as well
as for deploying and launching them. Section 3.4 describes in more details the use of V-DS.
Figure 1 shows the general architecture of V-DS. Thanks to Xen, m physical nodes
(noted P M − m and also called host domain is the Xen terminology), typically a cluster,
run each n virtual nodes (noted VM-m-n with n = 1..100 and also called guest domains).
Each virtual node is configured with two different IP addresses, one being part of the administration network of V-DS and the other being part of the so called “experiments” network.
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Figure 1: Overview of the architecture of V-DS.
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This design choice allow to decouple the network seen by distributed systems under test
from the network used for interacting with V-DS itself. Note that physical nodes are only
part of the administration network. Finally, V-DS can optionally leverage the use of a various number k of FreeBSD nodes configured with Dummynet [25] (called Dummynet nodes
on Figure 1. Dummynet allows to emulate various network conditions, at link level, by for
instance introducing delays, limiting the bandwidth, dropping packets, etc. The choice of
the number k of FreeBSD nodes is currently let to the user (k = 4 on Figure 1). When Dummynet nodes are used, virtual nodes routing tables are configured such that every packet sent
goes through at least one Dummynet node to apply user configured network conditions. Every FreeBSD node manage the network traffic of m/k physical nodes or more precisely of
n ∗ m/k virtual nodes.
Note that for all communications with physical nodes (for instance in the launch VMs
step), V-DS relies on the use of Taktuk [12] for optimized ssh connections.

3.3 Requirements for using V-DS
In order to be able to run V-DS, a user needs to have a Linux kernel patched with Xen
support for the host domain and all guest domains. In addition, various packages, such as
for instance gcc and python are required for running Xen. The user also need to keep in
mind that resources of a physical node are shared amongst all VMs running on top of the
host domain.
3.3.1

CPU

the Xen hypervisor evenly allocates the CPU time between all VMs.
3.3.2

Memory

every VM needs a minimal amount of memory to run correctly. For instance, a kernel and
some basic services or daemons like ssh needs approximatively 16MB. Let M vm be the
memory specified, by the user, for a VM and n the number of VMs on the host domain.
In addition to its default memory requirement, the footprint memory of the host domain
increases with n. Let Mpm be this fixed amount of memory that the host domain requires
(using Xen Mpm = 260MB) and Mpmvm be the increased memory due to the management
of a VM. Consequently, when the user sets n and M vm , the following formula should be
observed: Mpm + n ∗ (Mpmvm + Mvm ) < Mphy , where Mphy is the amount of physical
memory of the node (for instance 2GB). A Typical value for M vm is 32MB, meaning that
the memory footprint of the distributed system entity should be less or equal to 16MB.
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Disk

each VMs runs its own file system (FS). We provide a basic FS of 500MB which contain a minimal Debian etch of 250MB, with some standard libraries and the gcc compiler.
Therefore, users have around 250MB of free space on each VM to add the code of distributed system under test, as well as required input data and generated results and/or log
files. With the actual size of hard-disks (typically 80GB at least), this FS size allows to run
more than 100 VMs on every host domain.
3.3.4

Network

let C1 be the network throughput between a classical node and the switch, C 2 the network throughput between a FreeBSD node and the switch, U rate and Drate respectively
the maximum upload and download rate of all VMs with U rate = Drate , #vm the number of VMs per physical node, #phy the number of physical nodes and #bsd the number
of FreeBSD nodes. The following two constraints: (U rate + Drate ) ∗ #vm < C1 and
(Urate + Drate ) ∗ #vm ∗ #phy /#bsd < C2 must be met by the user. Note that the user has
the full control on all variables, except C 1 and C2 .

3.4 Overview of use
Figure 2 shows the different steps of the workflow for performing experiments through
V-DS. V-DS comes with a default environment which provides the required libraries and
software for evaluating a C/C++ based distributed system. As a first step, a user that wishes
to evaluate the distributed system A may however need to customize this environment.
Typically, the dependencies A in terms of libraries of, A itself and the benchmark codes
need to be added in this default environment. Then, when the environment is properly
configured a user can launch virtual nodes through the use of V-DS scripts. At this step, a
user set the targeted scale of the experiments by specifying the number n of virtual nodes
per physical node, and by giving a list of m physical nodes. The third step is optional and is
taken care by V-DS scripts. It allows to configure Dummynet nodes by currently introducing
network delays and limit the available bandwidth to the entities of the distributed system.
Finally, the user can configure the distributed system A under test and launch a benchmark
code of A. For performing this step, the user can rely on various deployment tools, possibly
specific to a given distributed system (see section 3.1.3 for examples).
Note that V-DS has already been use in its previous version for testing the behavior of
some MPI NAS benchmark [22], and the Condor [17] batch scheduler.
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Figure 2: V-DS workflow for performing large-scale experiments.
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3.5 Evaluation
As a first microbenchmark, we check if the behavior of Xen in its version 3.0.4 still meet
our requirements, as in [23] in which Xen 2.0 was used. The evaluation results demonstrate
that there is no change in the resources behavior in term of linearity, overhead and fairness.
Note that we do not give details on this evaluation because 1) of size limitation and 2) the
results do not provide novelty compared to [23].
Then, we benchmark the deployment time of the V-DS platform for various number of
physical and virtual nodes. The deployment of a VD-S platform can be split into 6 procedures. The first one is named Pre configuration, which create some basic files like hosts
resolution. The next one is the File system (FS) copies procedure which replicates the original FS for each VM on a physical node. Then, Configuration creates the configuration file
of each VM. Virtual machines (VM)’s launch launches all VMs, while Wait wait for all the
VMs to complete the boot. Finally, the Network configuration procedure configures networks used by each VM of the deployed V-DS platform, such as routing tables for instance,
as well as the FreeBSD nodes. For all these steps, Figure 3 shows the deployment time of
a V-DS platform where #phy = 50, #bsd = 10 and #vm = 5, 10, 20 and 40 (thus for a
maximum number of 2000 VMs). Figure 3 demonstrates that each procedure takes a time
proportional with #vm . Besides, half of the deployment time is taken by the FS copies
procedure. Note that since amount of time taken by the Pre configuration procedure is a
few seconds, it is not shown of the Figure 3.
We also benchmarked the amount of time required to deploy a V-DS platform where
#vm = 10, #bsd = 5 and #phys = 5, 50 and 150. Results show an overhead of 20% for the
total deployment time of a V-DS platform with # phys = 150, compared to a platform with
#phys = 5. The higher number of ssh connections (even if TakTuk scale in a logarithmic
scale) and the bigger routing tables, needed to handle more physical nodes, explain this
overhead. We have also vary #bsd from 5 to 25. Results show a negligible overhead, less
than 2%.

4 Case study
In order to demonstrate the evaluation possibilities offered by V-DS, we evaluate the behavior of three P2P libraries, namely Chimera [18], Khashmir [29] and i3/Chord [4]. It
is important to notice that these software are run under V-DS without any change in their
source code. Thus experiments evaluate the exact same piece of software than one would
run on a real P2P platform.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the deployment time in function of the #virtual machines

4.1 Overview of DHTs
Note that for all DHTs, we define n as the size of the overlay. In addition, the lookup
complexity of all DHTs is in O(log n).
4.1.1

Chimera

is a P2P library designed to provide to applications a light-weight implementation of prefixbased routing protocols, such as Tapestry [32]. Within Chimera, each peer is uniquely
assigned an identifier in the range [0, 2 160 ), of a so called key space. For its routing algorithms, Chimera therefore uses on every peer two structures: 1) a leaf set L of 2k peers
immediately preceding and following in the key space and 2) a prefix-matching routing table R, where the i entry of the l row (noted R[l][i]) is a peer 1 whose identifier matches l
digits of the local peer identifier and whose (l + 1) digit is i.
In the latest version of Chimera (1.20), L is periodically updated as shown by Algorithm 1. We note LP the leaf set of peer P. At each step of the algorithm, the liveness
of all peers included in LP is checked, and if needed removed from L P (lines 3 to 7).
1

We discard topology-based optimization for selecting peers in R.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the periodic algorithm used to maintain the leaf set L P of a
Chimera peer P .
1: count = 0
2: repeat
3:
for peer ∈ LP do
4:
if ping(peer) ! = success then
5:
remove peer from L
6:
end if
7:
end for
8:
if count == 2 then
9:
count = 0
10:
for peer ∈ LP do
11:
send LP to peer
12:
end for
13:
else
14:
count + +
15:
end if
16:
wait for LEAFSET_CHECK_PERIOD
17: until peer stopped
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Then, one third of the time, LP is being shared with all peers of LP (lines 6 to 9 of Algorithm 1). In response, contacted peers return their leaf set 2 . In each received leaf set,
closer neighbors in the key space than the current one are added to either the right or the
left leaf set of the peer. This is how a peer P of Chimera learn about new peers logically
around him. The elapsed time between two iterations of the algorithm is controlled by the
LEAFSET_CHECK_PERIOD constant (set by default to 20 seconds). Finally, note that
Chimera does not implement any algorithm for the maintenance of R.
4.1.2

Khashmir

is a DHT based on Kademlia algorithms [19] and its XOR metric for defining the distance
between two peers. Within Khashmir, each peer is uniquely assigned an identifier in the
range [0, 2160 ). For its routing algorithms, a Khashmir peer uses a list of peers for each i
digit of its identifier (with i = 0..39). Such lists are called k-buckets in the Kademlia
terminology, where k specify the maximum size of the lists (for Khashmir k = 8). The ith
list l of peer P contains peers whose identifier matches the i digits of P identifier. These
lists implement a least-recently seen peer eviction policy, if the tested peer does not respond
to a ping request.
The k-buckets of Khashmir are periodically updated (Algorithm not shown due to
space constraint). At each step of the algorithm, a k-bucket is requested to be updated, if
it has not been updated since the value of the BUCKET_INTERVAL constant. The default
value of this constant is 1 hour. To update a k-bucket a new identifier is randomly
generated in this bucket and looked up. Note that the findNode function generates by
default four concurrent requests. The elapsed time between two iterations of the algorithm
is controlled by the CHECKPOINT_INTERVAL constant (set by default to 15 minutes).
Finally, note that a k-bucket can also be updated when new nodes are discovered, when
for instance forwarding requests.
4.1.3

i3/Chord

is a C implementation of the Chord P2P DHT algorithms [28]. Within i3/Chord, each peer
is uniquely assigned an identifier in the range [0, 2 160 ). For its routing algorithms, i3/Chord
relies on two structures: 1) a list S of k peers immediately following in the key space and 2)
a table F of (at most) l peers, called the finger table. The i entry of F contains the identity
of the first know node that succeeds the local peer by at least 2 i−1 on the key space. The
values of k and l are set by default to 7 and 160 respectively in i3/Chord. Finally, note that
2

We fixed the Chimera function responsible for inserting a peer in a leaf set.
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a i3/Chord peer uses a list P of m peers immediately preceding in the key space (with m
set to 2 by default). The goal of this structure is to simplify join and leave mechanisms.
In i3/Chord (0.3), a stabilization procedure periodically updates S, F and P , as shown
by Algorithm 2. A each step of the algorithm, a peer from the union of F and P is tested,
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of the periodic algorithm used to maintain the routing structures
of i3/Chord peer P .
1: repeat
2:
ping(round_robin(F ∪ P ))
3:
succ = first_suc()
4:
pred_succ = stabilize(succ)
5:
if pred_suc not in F then
6:
insert(pred_succ, S)
7:
notify(pred_succ)
8:
else
9:
update(pred_succ, S)
10:
end if
11:
if (idx % PERIOD_PING_PRED == 0) then
12:
pred = first_pred(P )
13:
ping(pred)
14:
end if
15:
ping(ask_succ(round_robin(S)))
16:
ping(ask_succ(round_robin(P )))
17:
idx++
18:
wait for (STABILIZE_PERIOD)
19: until peer is stopped
in a round-robin manner (line 2). Then, the first successor succ of P is asked to return its
predecessor, noted pred_succ, through the call of the stabilize function (lines 3 and 4).
If pred_succ is not known from P , it is used as a new successor and pred_succ is notified
of the presence of P (lines 5 to 7). This is how P learn from a new successor and pred_succ
of a new predecessor. Every PERIOD_PING_PRED period, the first predecessor is tested
to check its liveness and its replacement is requested if needed (lines 11 to 13). Finally, a
peer from S, as well as from P , is asked in a round-robin manner to return its successor.
These successors are tested before being included, if needed, in either S or P of the peer
(lines 15 and 16). Note that the elapsed time between two iterations of the algorithm is
controlled by the STABILIZE_PERIOD constant (line 19), set by default to 1 second (!)
in i3/Chord.
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4.2 Related work
Let us remind the reader that the goal of our evaluation is two-fold: 1) answer a specific
research question related to the performance of P2P DHTs under real size conditions and at
large-scale, but more importantly 2) to show the strength of the V-DS approach for largescale evaluations of distributed systems. We therefore provide only a short overview of
related work in the area of our targeted case study for V-DS, in order to motivate this evaluation.
Papers introducing DHTs such as Tapestry [32] or Chord [28] have evaluated the benefits of this approach. Since then, benchmarks have focused on evaluating the performance
of routing strategies in terms of number of hops, under various conditions and for alternative
routing policies. To summarize, a main targeted goal is to evaluate the trade-off between the
number of required hops to perform a lookup and the size of the routing structures. Evaluations have been mainly performed through theoretical analyses and simulations, allowing
to reach scales up to 100,000 peers [26]. Few works, even more recent ones have focused
on evaluating P2P protocols through real experiments, but still at limited scales. To our
knowledge, only [2, 8, 24] and [21] have performed such kind of work.
To summarize, P2P DHTs has been the subject of various and extensive evaluations,
such as routing efficiency and resilience to churn. However, such performance evaluation
have been mainly performed either at: large-scale but through simulations or using real
experiments but still a limited scales (up to hundreds of peers). While simulations are
clearly useful, the Network Simulator (ns-2) experiences have for instance shown that
it can sometimes lead to unfounded confidence in evaluated protocols [10]. The goal of
this case study for V-DS is therefore to evaluate for a given metric the performance of P2P
DHTs, by reaching scales classically reached through the use of simulations, that is towards
10,000 peers.

4.3 Benchmark
4.3.1

Motivations and goals

to the best of our knowledge, few works report the required time for a various large number
of peers to fully and correctly build their routing structures. Note that during this amount of
time, lookups either fail in the worst case or are delayed. In the latter case, the complexity
is indeed increased to O(n) instead of O(log n). Routing structures maintenances are
therefore a priority for achieving optimal lookups. Precisely, the goal of our benchmark is
to measure this required amount of time, that we note t c , for a various number of peers n to
build a new overlay. This benchmark simulates a flash-crowd arrival of peers in an overlay,
and enable the analysis of how of the overlay react to such conditions. The outcome of
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this benchmark will be a precise answer about the availability of the most efficient routing
process for the given set of tested DHTs. Such an answer is useful for P2P users as well
as P2P developers. Note that for Chimera the observed routing structure is restricted L, as
no maintenance is implemented for R. For Khashmir, k-buckets are monitored. Finally,
we restrict the monitoring of i3/Chord routing structures to S and P .
4.3.2

Notions and notations

we define the previously introduced variable t c as the convergence time of a peer P , that
we note tPc . To be more general, tc should be defined as the difference between the current
convergence time and the end of the last convergence period of a peer. We also define
the convergence time of a DHT (noted DHT CT ) as the maximum of all tPC across a given
overlay. In addition, to monitor and analyze the evolution of routing structures, we introduce
the notion of distance that we note d(t), as it depends on the time. We define d(t) as the
difference, in terms of IDs, between the content of the routing structures at time t and
the expected routing structures of a stabilized overlay (i.e. routing structures with optimal
values allowing O(log n) lookups). Mathematically, d(t) on peer P is defined as:
dP (t) =

r X
z
X

i
abs(RPi (t)[j] − Rtheo
[j])

(1)

i=1 j=1

where r is the number of routing structures used by a DHT and z is the number of entries
in the considered routing structure. For instance, r is equals to 2 and 1 for respectively
Chimera and Khashmir, while j is equals to the variable k for Chimera and Khashmir.
However, k is equal to 4 in Chimera, whereas it is equal to 8 in Khashmir (see Sections 4.1.1
and 4.1.2). Note that Rtheo defines a routing structure with optimal values, according to its
algorithmic goal for this structure, while R Pi (t) is the content of the i routing structure of
peer P . More generally, peer P is said to have converged when d P (t) = 0. Note that a peer
can converge at time t1 while at time t2 it may not have, even though t1 < t2 . The same
applies for DHTCT . Finally, we note tend the end time of an experiment.
To illustrate these notions and notations, let us take a simple example. Let us assume
that n = 10 and that these 10 peers are simultaneously started in order to build an Chimera
overlay. Peer IDs are numbered from 1 to 10. Let us remind the reader that for Chimera, r is
equals to 2. The routing structures are indeed a left and a right leaf sets, both of size k. In this
example, k is equals to 4. Then, the expected left leaf set of the peer 2 is (8, 9, 10, 1) whereas
its expected right leaf set is (3, 4, 5, 6). Let us further assume, that the left and right leaf sets
of peer 2 at time t1 are respectively (7, 9, 10, 1) and (3, 5, 6, 7). Therefore, the distance of P
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at time t1 is defined as follows3 : dP (t1 ) = abs(8−7)+abs(4−5)+abs(5−6)+abs(6−7) =
4. Therefore in this example, at time t 1 peer 2 has not yet converged. However, when
t == t2c its left leaf set will be equal to (8, 9, 10, 1) while its right leaf set will be equal to
(3, 4, 5, 6), leading to a value of 0 for d.
4.3.3

Benchmarks description

for benchmarking purpose, we have instrumented each DHT. Any modification of the content of their routing structures is logged. These generated logs are analyzed off-line in order
to compute the tc of each peer, if it has converged, as well as various other statistics. Note
that the tc we measure is a Xen domain virtual time, that is the execution time only when
the virtual node hosting the process is running. Our benchmark iteratively starts n peers in
order to build a single overlay. Note that for n <= 100, peers are started before the first
run of the observed algorithm. From these n peers, one is used as a bootstrap peer for the
remaining n − 1 peers. Then, we monitor the evolution of routing structures for typically
2 hours. No churn conditions are injected while the experiment takes place, i.e. we assume
a static overlay throughout the remainder of the experiment. We perform this evaluation for
various values of n using V-DS (n = 10, 100, 1000, 4369).

5 Results and discussion
5.1 Benchmark conditions
For all our benchmarks, we use the largest cluster of the Grid’5000 testbed, namely Grid
eXplorer, which is made of 342 nodes. Nodes used for the experiments mainly consist
of machines using dual 2.0 GHz AMD Opteron, outfitted with 2 GB of RAM each, and
running a 2.6 version Linux kernel; the hardware network layer used is a Giga Ethernet
(1 Gb/s) network (therefore C1 = C2 = 1 Gb/s, see Section 3.3). When n is equal to 10,
50 and 100 we use 1 virtual node (VM) per host. When n is equals to 1000, we use 20 VMs
per physical node, therefore using 5 and 50 physical nodes. Finally, when n = 4369 we
use 200 physical nodes and 50 VMs per physical node. Benchmarks were executed using
Chimera version 1.20, Khashmir from its CVS directly and i3/Chord version 0.3. Chimera
and i3/Chord were compiled using gcc 4.0 with the -O2 level of optimization, as Chimera
and i3/Chord are C based implementations. Khashmir is implemented in Python.
Note that we generate peers ID from either 0 (Chimera and i3/Chord cases) or 1 (Khashmir) up to the overlay size. This eases the reproducibility of our benchmarks, as well as the
3

For the sake of clarity we omit terms leading to a value of 0.
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computation of the expecting routing structures of peers. The value of the Chimera constant
LEAFSET_CHECK_PERIOD is set to 20 seconds. We configure the Khashmir constants
STALENESS and CHECKPOINT_INTERVAL to 20 and 60 seconds respectively. Finally,
we set the i3/Chord constant STABILIZE_PERIOD to 20 seconds. We understand that
these settings might not cover the full usage of these systems. However, such an evaluation
is outside the scope of this paper.

5.2 Experimental results
Note that due to space limit, we generally focus on one particular value of n. However, all
experiments follow the same pattern, unless explicitly indicated.
5.2.1

Chimera

when n is equals to 10, 50, 100, and 1000 no DHT CT can be computed4 . For n = 10..100,
no peers of a given experiment have indeed converged, despite t end = 2 hours. The only
exception is for the bootstrap peer of the overlay: peer 0 converges when n is equals to 10
and 100, but surprisely not when n = 50. Figure 4 shows value of d across the key space
at time tend . The value of d increases with IDs, which is explained by the iterative launch
process of peers (see Section 4.3.3). Figure 5 shows the evolution of the routing structures
of Chimera for respectively the bootstrap peer (peer 0, upper part) and peer 99 (bottom part).
The y-axis is the key space of the overlay, while a line in the graph indicates the presence
of the associated peer ID in the routing structures of the local peer. The upper part of this
Figure shows that the bootstrap peer quickly converges (t c = 8.5 seconds) by reducing
the value of d for its left leaf set (k immediately following peers, see Section 4.1.1). The
bottom part of Figure 5 explains why other peers within Chimera do not converge. For
instance, peer 99 indeed keeps throughout the experiment peer 39 in its routing structures,
even though peer 39 is not part of its expected the routing structures. Note that only the first
seconds of the experiment are shown, as no modification is observed latter on.
5.2.2

Khashmir

similarly to Chimera, when n is equals to 50 and 100, no DHT CT can be computed4 .
However and contrary to Chimera, a majority of peers did converged: 55% and 66% for n
equals 100 and 50 respectively. Note that when peers converge, t c is around 100 seconds.
The pourcentage of peers that converge increases as the size of the benchmark overlay
decreases: when n = 10 all peers converge. DHT CT is then equals to 394 seconds and the
4

Therefore, experiments with n >= 1000 were not performed.
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Figure 4: Value of d across the key space (down) at time t end and for a Chimera overlay of
n = 100.

average value of all tc is 267±150 seconds. Figure 6 shows the value of d across the key
space, at time tend . Mainly 2 values of d exist for this experiment: 16 and 24. The upper
part of Figure 7 shows the evolution of the routing structures (k-buckets) of peer 66, a
peer that did converge. Repeatedly small gaps for each line of this graph can be observed.
This indicates that routing structures of Khashmir are unstable: same IDs are constantly
added and removed. Note that the size of the gaps between the availability of IDs varies,
but with no link with the value of n. The bottom part of Figure 7 shows the consequences
of this instability on d (n = 100). Its value constantly changes and does not remain equals
to 0. Note that when n increases from 10 to 100, d sometimes constantly remains strictly
higher than 0, after it has first reach 0. Therefore, peer 66 for instance converged only once
and for a short period of time, as shown by the bottom part of Figure 7. This instability also
explains why other peers do not converge even once. In their case, this instability is too
high to allow them to reach, even once, a value of 0 for d.
5.2.3

i3/Chord

contrary to Chimera and Khashmir, a DHT CT value can be defined for i3/Chord overlays
when n = 10, 50, 100, 1000. DHTCT is equals to 300, 1080, 2280 and 534 seconds,
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Figure 5: Evolution of the routing structures of peer 0 (up) and peer 99 (bottom), for a
Chimera overlay where n = 100.
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Figure 6: Value of d across the key space (down) at time t end and for a Khashmir overlay
of n = 100.

while the average convergence time of peers is equals to 172±47, 747±203 1438±395 and
32.59±19 seconds (for n = 10, 50, 100 and 1000). Note that lower values when n = 1000
are explained by the fact that 20 peers are running within a given physical host. In addition,
our analysis shows that once a peer has converged, its distance value remains equals to 0 till
tend . Figure 8 shows value of tc across the key space at time tend . The value of tc across
the key space is of the same order, except for the first two peers. These peers indeed need
to cover the whole key space to fill P , as best shown by the next Figure. Figure 9 indeed
shows the evolution of the routing structures of peer 1, which is the first peer of the overlay
after the bootstrap peer. We can observe that S of peer 1 quickly converges to its expected
and optimal value (between 2 and 8). However, P also converges but through small jumps
in key space up to its missing ID for achieving optimal values for P : 99. Note that other
peers converge more quickly as they do not need to cover the whole key space for finding
optimal values for P . Lines at regular intervals throughout the key space on Figure 9 shows
that F is filled as expected (see Section 4.1.3). However, note that for some peers and
when n = 1000, these lines are dashed lines therefore indicating that the content of F is
constantly changing. This instability of F does not exist when n = 100. In addition, this
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Figure 7: Evolution of the routing structures (up) and of the distance d of the Khashmir
peer 66 (n = 100).
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Figure 8: Value of tc across the key space (bottom), at time t end and for an i3/Chord overlay
of n = 1000.
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Figure 9: Evolution of the routing structures of the i3/Chord peer 1 (n = 1000).
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figure also shows that F is periodically cleared in order to reduce the number of stored peers
within F . Results for n = 4369 show a similar behavior.

5.3 Discussion
Chimera and Khashmir are not able to optimally build routing structures. Therefore, users
can either experience increasing delays (the complexity can increase up to O(n) instead of
O(log n)) or even failures for their lookup requests. In both cases, it is most likely due
to bugs in the implementations. For Chimera, we have for instance observed the failure
of many RPCs (Remote Procedure Calls) during experiments. These RPCs are used by
peers to communicate. For n = 100 but on a single physical node, such time outs have not
been observed: all peers were able to successfully convergence as well as to keep the value
of d equals to 0. The instability of routing structures of Khashmir has not been explained
so far. For both implementations, V-DS does not introduce a timing overhead as we use
one VM per host. i3/Chord peers are able to converge and keeps their value of d equals
to 0. Therefore, i3/Chord users can benefits of the most efficient routing strategy for their
requests, even for large overlays. However, starting from n = 1000, the content of F is
unstable. Further investigations are needed to understand the potential impact (if not none)
of the performance lookups of i3/Chord.

6 Conclusion
Validating current and next generation of distributed systems targeting large-scale infrastructures is a complex task. Currently performed evaluations are mainly done through
mathematical analysis or simulations and lack of large-scale experiments. Very few environments indeed provide a mean for performing such kind of experiments by folding
entities of a large scale distributed system on small set of physical nodes, typically a cluster. In this work, we have described our proposal for enabling large-scale experiments and
validate it through an evaluation three P2P systems at large scales.
First, we have listed three properties that such an environment should observe: scalability, accuracy and means to configure the distributed system environment under. Second,
we have demonstrated the power and usefulness of our environment by performing largescale evaluations of three P2P DHTs. VD-S has indeed allow us to reach scales close to
commonly used scales for simulations, towards 10,000 peers. We mainly focus on the
performance of building and maintaining P2P overlays based on: 1) Chimera [18] which
implements a Tapestry-like routing [32], 2) Khashmir [29] which implements a Kademlialike routing [19] and 3) i3/Chord [4] which implements the Chord routing algorithm [28].
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Notably, our results show that at large-scale only the i3/Chord is able to optimally build
overlays, whatever the size of the overlay is. i3/Chord can therefore offer best performance
to users for lookups (in O(log n)), while other implementations may either introduce delays
or even failures in lookups.
As future work, we will investigate the impact on the routing structures of a flash-crowd
arrival of various number peers on already stabilized overlays. Obviously, this benchmark
is only possible with i3/Chord. Then, we would like to investigate the use at large-scale
of the Mace [15] environment for building distributed systems and its model checker, in
order to be more independent from implementation details. The goal would be to evaluate
algorithms in addition to their implementations. Finally, we also plan to analyze the impact
of various churn conditions, through the weaving of V-DS and FAIL [11] as well as the use
of various availability traces, such as [14]. In this area of churn study, we will pay a special
attention to compare obtained results with result already published from simulators.
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